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Choirmon Huo Meets Vice-President lsmoil
I{UA Kuo-feng, Chairman of
Ir
the Central Committee of
the Communist Party of China
and Premier of the State Council, on June 22 met with Ismail
Ali Abucar, Vice-President of
the Somali Democratic Re'
public, and the Soniali Government Delegation led by him.
The meeting proceeded in a
cordial atmosphere.
Chairman Hua had a warm
and friendly conversation with
Vice-President Ismail. VicePresident.Ismail first of all conveyed President Mohamed Siad
Barre's regards to Chairman
Hua and the Chines6 Government and people. Chairman
Hua expressed thanks for this
and requested Vice-President
Isrtail to convey the regards of
the Chinese Government and
people and his own regards to
President Siad and the Somali
Goverrrment and people. Chair-

man Hua and Vice-President
Ismail exdranged views on
the further development of the

friendly relations

between

China and Somalia and other
issues of conrmoD interest.
When the'delegation was in
Peking, Vice-Prernier Li Hsiennien held sincege and friendly
talks with Vice-President Ismail
on internationd questions of

common concern and on the
further strengthening of friend-

ly relations and co-operation
between the two countries.
These talks are

of great signifi-

to the further developrnent of the friendship that
cance

exists between the two peoples.

Chairman Hua and Vice-Chairman Yeh Receive
' Translators of Yolume V of
"Selected Works
Of i.lao Tsetung" and Others
HAIRMAN Hua,

Viceand other

Chairman Yeh
Party and state leaders received
more than 8,000 people in the
Great Hall of the People on the
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evening of June 22. They included translators of Volume V

of the

Sel.ectei! Works

of

Moo

English, French,

Japanese,
Spanish and Russian, and peo-

ple in charge of

putlishing

into the languages of Volume V, in the various lannational minorities and into gueges; teacher:s, students and
Tsetung

stail members of various na- nese Government has deeided
"We believe that .after .their
tionalities from the Central to recognize the 'Republic of independence the Djibouti
peoInstitute for Nationalities and Djibouti.
ple will, in unity with the other
other institutes.of higher learn- ,,May the Djibouti people Red Sea countries and peopleg
ing; peopJ'e' in gharge of win new victories in opposing resist foreign aggression and
broadcasting in minority lan- imperialism, colonialisri' and contribute to safeguarding the
guages; membbrs of a traininB hegemonism, safeguarding na_ security of the Red Sea and

class

strldy

for instructors in the tional independenie and stete
of Volume V of the sovereignty and buildinC d;i;

Selecteil Works'bf Moo Tsetung country. May the friendly rearid representatives of teachers lations between China and
and staff members of the Djibouti *a U"tu"d-oL t-o
Military and Folitical Acaderny peoples develop continuously.,,
of the Chinese People's Libere- In an editorial greeting ihe

tion Army; 9n{

others.

independence of Djif,outi,
Other Party and state leaders Rsornln Rlbao noted:" ,,The
present ,at the reception were Governmerrt of the.Republic of
Li llsi€n-hien, "Chen llsi-lierr, Djibouti has pro"t"i*"a-- h""
Chi Teng-kuei, Wang Tung- foreign policy of non-alignment
h"iog, Wu Teh, Chen Yung- and positive. neutrality. As a
kuei, -Wu Kuei.hsleh, Su Chen- country by the Red Sea, she
hua, Ni Chih-lu, IIbu llsiang- tlrmly supports any proposal
-chien and lllanlu. $u Yu, a reliting to the security in this
Ieading member of the Mtlitary are. This wi[ play a notable
Commission of the Parfir.. role in safeguarding the sepresent on

thc

occasion.
'it

'"The superpowers'
1

lndependence

, Hua Kuo-feng, Premier

of

the State Council, sent a message on June 26 to Hassan
Gouled Aptidon, President of
the Republic of Djibouli, greeting the proclamation of independence of the Republic of

Djibouti.
The message says: "On the
occasion of the proclamation of
independence of the Republic of
Djibouti on June 27, 19?? and
Your Excellency's assumption
of. the presidency, I wish to
extend, on behalf of the Chinesg Governme:rt and people,
our wermest congratulations to
Your Excellency and the Djibouti Government and people,
I have the pleasure to inform
Your Excellgney that the Chi4

aggres-

developing the struggle against
imperialism and hegemonism in
the area."

Zimbabwe Friendship
Delegation

The Zimbabwe Friendship
Delegation with Robert G. Mugabe, General Secretary of the
Zimbabwe African National
Union and Joint Leader of the
Zimbabwe Patriotic Front, as its

leader and Josiah Tongogara,
Secretary for Defence of the
Union, as its deputy leader
arrived in Peking on June 20.
Vice-Premier Li Hsien-nien
on June 24 met and gave a banquet in honour of the delegatiogr.

Speaking at the banquet,
Vice-Premier Li Hsien-nien
praised the heroic Zimbabwean
has, under the cloak of 'social- people for their long and unism,' stepped into the area to yielding struggles against immake trouble, sow dissension perialism, colonialism and raand
create disputes. This is a cism in order to shake off co.
vain attempt to control the Ionial rule and oppression and
entrance to the Red Sea and win national independence and
proceed to put this important liberation.
waterway linking the MediterReferring to the African
rahean and the Indian ocean situation, Vice-Premier Li said:
completely under Soviet control. The armed struggle of the peoIn this way, Moscow hopes to p1e of Zimbabwe and Namibia
manoeuvre itself into a favour- is blaiing more and more fierceable position in the contention ly, and the Azanian people's
for Europe and even in the struggle against racism and for
rivalry for global domination.
liberation is mounting higher
"The criminal acts of the and higher. The white racist
Soviet' social-imperialists are regimes of Vorster and Smith
seriously meriacing the security are besieged ring upon ring by
of the Red Sea countries and the African people. Of course,
have aroused condemnation and the enemy will by no means step
resistance from the countries doirzn the stage of history of
and peoples there,
their own accord. They are insion and rivalry in the Red Sea
area have thrown it into unrest.
Ttre Soviet Union, in particular,
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the national-liberation

tensifying their counter-revolutionary dual tactics in a lastditeh struggle. But all this eannot in the least save them from
their inevitable doom. We are
confident that the people of
Zimbabwe, Namibia and Azania,
by strengthening their unity,
persevering in stt'uggle and
using revolutionary dual tactics
against the €nemy's counterrevolutionary dual tactics, will
surely be able, with the support
and assistance of other African
countries and people, to win
complete victory in their
national-liberation struggle.
The Vice-Premier pointed out:
What merits special attention at
present is the intense contention
between the two superpowers
.for southern Africa which has
rich resources and is of great
strategic importance. To preserve its vested interests in

mov€-

remain their reliable friends in

ments. Under the pretext of their just struggle.'
providing support and assistLeader of the delegation Muance, it is trying hard to control gabe in his speech thanked the

the recipient liberation orgari.izations. Bent on splitting tlie
unity of the. African countries,
it labels some "progressive" and
attacks others as "rebctionary"
in an attempt to sabotage the

African countries'

common

of supporting and assisting the liberation struggles in
cause

southern Africa. Social-imPerialism is doing what imPerial-

ism and white racism have
wished but have been unable

to do, and it is rendering a great
service to Vorster and Smith.,

Vice-Premier

Li

Hsien-nien

added: . In their struggle for
complete liberation, the PeoPle
in southern Africa are confront-

southern Africa, one superpower is trying hard to devise
stratagems for the reactionary

ed with the rigorous and realistic task of driving the wolf
out of the front gate dnd Preventing the tiger from entering
the back door.
The Chinese people, he went
on, are dete.rmined to follow

ary struggle of the

Chairman Mao's teachings and,
as always, will firmly stand bY
the heroic African people And

Vorster and Smith regimes iid
give them a shot in the arm so
as to undermine the revolutionsouthern
African people. The other superpover, whieh is wildly ambi-

Chinese people for extending to
the people of Zimbabwe "your
hand of friendship in a,sincere
endeavour to consolidate the
solidarity of our two'peoples in
their just struggle against im:
perialism and colonialism." He
congratulated the Chinese people on their unity of purpose
which, "despite their circumstances of bereavement and

distrqss occasioned by the demise of beloved Chairman Mao

and Premier Chou En-lai, has
been their most effective instrument for crushing the 'gang
of four' and upholding the
correct line. We admire you
indeed."
"

Counter-revolutionary f orces

in southern Africa are integrating and consolidating themselves, and thus heightening
more the contradictiorrs inherent in ihe prevalent confiict
situaiion," delegation leader
Mugabe went.on to saY. "Behind
Ian Smith and Johannes Vorster
stand the real reactionary forces
against which the PeoPle of
southern Africa are waging
their just struggle." Smith, he
added, is sustained bY the
powers .which- have Iostered
him.
"In this context,') he continued, "when Smith commits,
as he.often.does, naked acts of

support the people of Zimbabwe, Namibia and Azania in
their just struggle against ranational-liberation,
"supporting
movements" to deceive others cism and superpower interwhile pointing . the spearhead ference and sabotage and for
of its expansion at southern national independence and
Africa in a vain attempt to liberation.
bring the national-liberation
Vice-Premier Li reiterated
movements there into its orbit that the Chinese Government is
of social-imperialist aggression firmly opposed to the reactionMozambique,
and expansion. Recklessly re- ary racist regimes of Vorster aggression on
the ieal
Zambia,
or
Botswana
peating the triek which it used and Smith and that it has no
perpetrators
be
correctlY
must
in'its aggression in Angola, it political co4tacts and no ecoto
is .unscrupulously sowing dis- nomic! trade or any other deal- identified so we are able
shadow
distinguish
the.
enemy's
cord and creating contradictions ings with them. He , declared
among the national-liberation that' the people of Zimbabwe from the enemy himself.
should dearlY
movements, supporting one and and all Africa can rest assured Similarly, we
nature of
discern
the
collective
attacking another, in an attempt that the Chinese people will
(Cor*inueil on p! 25.)
to disrupt the militant unity.of always stand on their Side and
tious, is flaunting the banner of

.
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ilao's Thcory ol Gutinuing
The f,euolution to Guide Socialist Gonstruction
Use Chairman

-

Notes on studying Volume V of the
"Selected Works of Moo Tsetung"

by Lin Chin-jan

the leadership of Chairman Hua, the
Chinese people are now striving to build

frL,TNDER

China into a great, powerful modern sociakt
country before the end of the century. In this
endeavour, Chairman Mao's theory of continuing the revolution has shown w the way in
carrying out socialist construction.

'

Developing Sociolist Economy ot
High Speed ls o Bosic Tosk in
Continuingi the Revolution Under
The Dictotorship of the Proletoriot

A

basic task in continuing the revolution
under the dictatorship of the proletariat is, with
politics in command, to do a good job in production and develop the socialist economy at high
speed. This is clear to anyone with a rudimentary knowledge of Marxism. The "gang of
four," however, deliberately ptaced revolution
and producJion in absolute opposition to each
other and spread numerous fallacies which
caused great confusion in people's minds.

Aceording to the Marxist viewpoint, revolution aims at changing the. old relations of
production and the superstructure and at
liberating and developing the productive forces.
China's socialist system has opened up broad
vistas for the development of the ilroductive
6

forces. Speaking at the Supreme State Cortference early in 1956, Chairman Mao said: Stocialist revolution aims at liberating the pruduc-

tive forces. The change-over from individual
to socialist, collective ownership in agriculturc
and handicrafts and from capitalist to socialist
owuership in private industry and commerce le
bound to bring aboui a tre,nrendous liberation
of the productive forces. Thus the soeial conditions are being created for a tremendous expansion of industrial and agricultural production.

Chairriran Mao set forth the basic criterion

f<ir determining whether a political party is
prqgressive or reactionary,' revolutionary or
counter-revolutionary as early as 1945 when he
lrcinted out: "In the last analysis, the impact,
good or bad, great or small, of the policy and
the practice of any Chinese political part;r upon
the people depends on whether and how much
it helps to dovelop their productive forces, and
on whether it fetters or liberates these forces."
(On Coolition Gooernmant.l Obviously, how
can the revolution under the dictatorship of the
proletariat be called a revolution if it does not
aim at liberating the productive forces and protectiirg and developing these forceg? But. the
"gang of four" babbled that in making "revolution" it is permissible that "not a single grain
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of rice is reaped," that "factorie5 may lie idle"
and that "not a single ton of steel is produced."
This is counter-revolution puri and simple!

In the Manifesto of the Communist

PartA,

Marx and Engels noted that after seizing political power the proletariat "will use its political
supremacy to wrest, by degrees, all capital
from the bourgeoisie, to centralize gll instruments of production in the hands of the State,
i.e., of. the proletariat organized as the ruling
class; and to increase the total of produetive
forces as rapidly as possible." Chaiiman Mao
pointed out more specifically: "One of the
basic tasks of the dictatorship of the proletariat
is actively to expand the socialist economy."
Closely linking the task of developing the sccialist economy at high speed with that of consolidating the dictatorship of the proletariat
and the socialist system, he stressed that only
when we "build a modern industrial and
modern agricultural base in Chinri" "will it be
possible to regard our socialist economic and
political system as having a fairly adequate
rhatedal base (now far from adequate), and will
tt be possible to regard our state (the sulrrstructure) as fully consolidated,.and a socialist
iociety" as funda,mentally bnilt- (Tt c Sit:rtr,tion in the Summer of 1957.1

To actively develop socialist production is
a prerequisite for upholding socialism and de.
feating capitalism. Only when, our natiorral
economy is pushed forward rapidly so that we
have an increasingly solid material base can
we further consolidate the dictatorship of the
proletariat and prevent capitalist restoration,
gradually meet the growing needs of the people, and further strengthen the worker-peasant
alliance and the unity of the people of all nationalities ih our country. And only whgn our
natidnal eeonomy is pushed for*ard rapidly to
achieve much higher labour productivity'than
under capitalism will our socialist system fully
demonstrate its superiority and the masses
cherish deeper love for socialism; only thus can
we eonstahtly strengthen the predominane of
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socialism and defeat the capitalist forees in the
struggle between the two classes and the. two
r.oads. To develop secialisf production is, therefore, closely connected with the struggle to
Consolidate the'dictatorship of the proletariat
and prevent capitalist restoration. It is inconceivable that we could make socialism prevail

over capitalism by following the "gang of
four'q'] absurd idea that '1we would rather have
socialist low speed" than capitalist high speed
of development and letting our production trail
behind capitalist countriqs at a snail's pace.
Class struggle both at home and in the
international arena calls upon us to realize as
soon as possible the modernization of agriculture, industry, national defence, and science and
technology. and catch up with and surpass the

world's most powerful imperialist countries.
Our era remains one of imperialism and prole.
tarian revolution. So long as imperialism and
social-imperialism exist, there is bound to be
war. Since tigers and wolves are'still around
and the Soviet revisionists have not given up
their wild ambition to subjugate China,'wi1 111sg1
build up a powerful national defence; and the
basis and prerequisite for modernizing our national defence is to step up our economic construction and bring about the modernization of
agriculture, industry and science and technology. In the world today, the factors for both
revolution and war are increasing and the
situation does not permi! us to take our time
in eccinomic construction. Our cou4try will be
invincible only by speeding up socialist construction.

the productive forces at high
in the last
analysis, determined by the historical mission
of the proletariat. 'lOur aim is to exterminate
capitalism; <ibliterate it from the face of the
earth and make it a thing of the past " (Mao
Tsetung: A Debate on the Co-operotiioe TronsDeveloping

speed under the socialist system is,

foimation o! Agrisatture anil, the Cunent Ctasi
Stru,ggle.) In other words, we aim at eliminating all exploiting clas.ses and all class distinc-

tions and realizing communisrn. Marxism holds

that the division into classes is invariably conneeted with'a'specifie mode of production and
"lt was based on the insufficiency of produc' tion; it will be swept away by the full devel'opment of the modern productive forces."
(Engels: Anti-Duhrin9.) Only when the productive forces are developed as rapidly as possible along the socialist and communist . road
to ensure the maximum increase of soci4l products can the conditions be created for the
ultimate elimination of classes and of the
differences between worker and peasani, between town and country and between mental
and manual labour and for the transition to
communism. Comrirrunist society will not come
into being unless the material conditions are
ripe.

After seizing political power, the proletariat
always regards continuing the revolution and
organizing economic construction as a twofold
task to be fulfilled. Lenin put it well when
he said: "To defeat capitalism in generjrl, it
is necessary, in the first place, to defeat the exploiters and to uphold the'power of the exploited, namely, to accomplish the iask of overthrowing the exploiters by revolutionary forces;
in the second place, to accomplish the construdtive task, that of establishing new economie
relations, of setting an example of how this
should be done. These two aspdcts of the task
of accomplishing a socialist revolution are indissolubly connected, and distinguish our revolution from all. previous ones, luhich never
went beyond the destructive aspect.,,. (Ou.r
Foreign and,. Domestic. Position snd the Tasks
of the Partg.) Chairman Mao developed this
. concept and consistently upheld the dialectical
unity between revolution dnd construction. He
pointed out the essential connection between
the'two and taught us to consciously guide forward the revolution to establishing new economic relations so as to vigorously develop the
prohuctive forces iinder these relations. He
creativ6ly introduced the new experience'of
simultaneously ca.rrying irut socialist transformation and socialist construction; and stressed
that the revolution in the system of ownership,
. which is part of the social system as a whole,
8

should be combined with the revolution in
technique which is to advanee from handicraft
produetion to large-scale modern machine production and that the two revolutions must not
be separated from each other. Orrly when the
revolution in these two aspects is realized, he
. added, can the socio-economic features take on
an entirely new look. In his work On the Ten
Major Retationships, Chairman Mao set forth
the basic idea .for the general line of going all
out, aiming high and achieving greater, faster,
better and more economical results in building
socialism, and instructed us that we must cor-

rectly handle the 'ten major relationships in
the socialist revolution and socialist construction and fully .mobilize all positive factors'so
that the broadest possible sections of the people cirn devote their full efforts to socialist
construction. BUt the "gang of four" deliber-

ately created confusion concerning thC relationship between revolution and production, thereby disrupting both. They labelled people working hard in building socialism as advocates of
the "theory of productive for'ees." To this
Taching's oil workers refuted, saying:' "Going
.all out'to hrild socialism is justified! Going
all out to build sociafism is a merit! Going all
out to build socialism is an honour! We will
continue to mete all+ut efforts to build socialism!" Such is <iur condusion.

tre Boric
Controdictionc in Soclolist .Sociely
ls the Motiro Force for Accelcroting
Notionol Economic Dryelopment

. Continuously Resohing

The basic conhadictions in society afe
those between the relations of production and
the productive fortes and between the superstructure and the economic base. Between them
there is at once unity and struggle; and it !s
this that propels the development of society.
When we speak of the superiority of the secialist system, we do not mean that these contradictions which exist universally

in

human

.been done away with. What
. society have all
we mean is that "they are not antagonistic and

can be,resolved one after another by the socialist system itself.'.' (Mao Tsetung: On the
Peking Reaieut, No.
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Conect Handh.ng of Contradictiqns AmoW the
People.) In this way, the road is open for the
continuous development of the productive
forces. The contradictions between. the relations of production and the productive forcqs
and between the superstructure and the economic base in socialist society manifest themselves, in terms of classes, in the contradiction
between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie and
between the socialist and capitalist roads. This
is the principal contradiction in our society today. Prior to the basic completion of the socialist transformation of the system of ownership, the contradictions between the relations
of production and the productive forces were
more outstanding, but after the basic completion of that transformation, th. e contradictions
between the superstructure and the economic
base have become more outstanding and "there
is still class struggle mainly on the political
,and ideological fronts-and
it is very acute
too." (Mao Tsetung: Speech at the Chinese
Communist Partyls National Conference on
Propagonda Work.)

Taking class struggle as the key link, we must
push ahead with the revolution in the superstructure to make it correspond with the economic base and we must continue the revolution
in the relations of production to make them
correslrond with the development of the productive forces. In his article "A Glorious Decadg" written in 1959 in celebration of the 10th
anniversary of the founding of New China,
Premier Chou En-lai said: "Between the productive forces and the relations of production
and between the economic base and the superstructure, contradictions constantly arise and
are resolved, followed by new ones. This is a
dialecticahprocess like an ever-flowing stream
which is constantly being renewed. That we
are able to ensure a continual upswing of the
productive forees is precisely because the socialist relations of production and their superstructure can b€ constantly adjusted and
reformed when necessary."

The fundaniental task in continuing the
revolution in the superstructure is to further
consolidate the dictatorship of the proletariat
and ensure that this task is fulfilled right
through to the grass-roots level. To do this,
we must, under the leadership of the Party,
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A bustling.scene of socialist construction.
Woodcut by Feng Chung-tieh

resolutely implement Chairman Mao's revolutionary line, actively unfold the class struggle
of the proletariat against the bourgeoisie and
use the Marxist line to triumph over the revisionist line, so that the lead-ership of every
factory, enterprise, rural comnlune or brigade,
school, shop and government office is firmly in
the hands of Marxists and the basic worker
peasant masses. We must use Mao Tsetung
Thought as our guide and grasp class struggle
in the ideological field well po as to eliminate
bourgeois ideology and foster proletarian
ideology, do away with self-interest and foster
devotion to the public interest and keep promoting the revolutionization of people's thinking. As to the revolution in the relations of
production, in addition to continuing to consolidate and: develop the socialist ownership
by the whole people and the socialist collective ownership and rationally solving the
existing problems in distribution, the impor-

tant task is to transform the relations among
people by educating them in the communist
spirit.. Chairman IV[ao regarded transforming
the relations among people as an important
link, stressing t\at the leadership must maintain close ties with the masses, rely on the
working class and the poor and lower-middle
peasants and on the .advanced elements and
correctly handle the contradictions among the
people. He put forward a series of measures
for revolutionizing these relations such as cadre
participation in productive labour, .worker participation in management, reforming irrational
and outdated rules and regulations, close cooperation among cadres, workers and technicians, intellectuals being at the same time

production inevitably follows a major poiitical
revolution. The big leap forward in 1958 came
on the heels of the great victory in the antiRightist struggle and the rectification campaign
in 1957. At present, the in-depth development
of the major poiitical revolution in exposing
and repudiating the "gang of four" is bound
to give rise to a new all-pound leap forward.
This is a development in complete conformity
with the objective law.

manual workers and the working people being at
the same time intellectuals, taking the "May 7"

To build C*rina into a great, powerful
modern socialist country before the end of t-he

road, restricting bourgeois right, vigorously
promoting communist factors in the relations
among people. All this has helped develop
new-type relations among people and promote
the speedy growth of the productive forces.
Proceeding from the high plane of continu-

ing the revolution under the dictatorship

of

the proletariat, Ctlpirman Hua has summed up
the experience gained by tJre Tadring Oilfield,
the red banner on China's industrial front, and
pointed out that Taching "has attached great
importance to the revolution in the realm of
the superstructure and in the relations of production and to technical innovations and technical revolution, thus developing production
rapidly." Thi^s important experience profoundly
epitomizes Chairman Mao's theory concerning
the basic contradictions in socialist society and
his policy of frasping revolution, promoting
production. Those parts of the superstructure
in disharmony with the economic base invariably protect those relations of production the
people dislike, and those parts of the relations
of production in disharmony with the development of the productive forces invariably hamper
the people's enthusiasm. Therefore, making
sustained efforts to do away with those incongruous parts in the superstructure and in
the relations of production will inevitably
stimulate people's revolutionary enthusiasm,
promote technical innovations and technical
revolution and bring about the rapid development of the productive forces. This is the
fundamental reason why a big leap forward in
10

Leoding Codres Must Strive to Bc
Both Red ond Erpert ond Become
ActiYists

in Promoting

Sociolist

Comtruction

century is a wish Chairman Mao enjoined us
to aecomplish. Cadres are a decisive factor,
once the political line is determined. Chairman
Mao time and again called upon leading cadres
at all levels to maintain the same vigour as
was displayed in the years of revolutionary war,
have firm faith in the majority of the people,
and carry forward the style of plain living and
hard work and maintaining close ties with the
masses. He pointed out: "f hope that all secretarles of provincial, municipal and prefectural Party committees and the comrades in
charge of the central departments will strive
to become expert in political and economic
work, for whieh the prerequisite is a. higher
level of Marxism-Leninism." (Speeches at the
National ConJerence of the Chinese Comma.mist
Parta.\

To realize the comprehensive modernization of agriculture, industry, national defence,
and science and technology before the end of
the century so that China's economy will be
advancing in the front ranks of the world
this is a great task and a great.class struggle
as well. So long as we hold aloft the banner of
Chairman Mao, closely follow the Party Central Committee headed by Chairman Hua, unite
as one and work hard, the magnificent blueprint mapped out by Chairman Mao and
Premier Chou will certainly eome true.
(An abriilged, translation of dn article
in "Hongqi" No. 6, 1977)
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Scientific Research Should
Precede Production
-

A criticism of the "gong

ol iour's"

distortions

by Chung Ko

S\rrSXrrrrr\rrrrrrsrrrr:srxlrrX
f N accordance with Chairman Mao's instrucI tions, Premier Chou En-lai in his December
1964 Report on the Work of the Government to
the First .Session of the Third National People's
Congress set the goal of accomplishing the comprehensive modernization of agriculture,
industry, national defence, and .science and
technology before the end of the century. In

his report, Premier Chou pointed out that
research persongel in natural science should
link their research to practical work, and
research should precede production and
construction.

Comrade Hua Kuo-feng and other leading
comrades of the central authorities, too, on many
occasions stressed the importance of developing

science and technology and instructed that
scientific research should precede production.
In line with the instructions of the leading
comrades of the central authorities and to
counter the "gang of four's" sabotage, the
Chinese Academy of Sciences in 1975 drew up

an "outline report" on scientific and

work which elaborated the importance of ensuring scientific research pre
ceding production. This was quite correct. The
"gang of four," however, charged that the "outline" was a highly poisonous weed, a "programme" for capitalist restoration. Using this
untenable charge, they raised a hue and cr5r to
oppose Premier Chou, Chairman Hua and other
leading comrades of the central authorities
and tried to make a breach in the field of
science and technology 5o as to pave the way for
their usurpation of the supreme leadership of
the Party and state.
technological

Scientific Reseorch ond Closs Struggle
"'Scidntific research taking precedence,,"
the "gang of four" charged, "is supplanting
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'the locomotive of history."'
This is a dirty trick. Clearly, when we speak
of scientific research taking precedence, we are
talking about scientific research in relation to
production and construction under the command
of proletarian politics, not in relation to cla.ss
struggle. The question of scientific research
preceding class struggle, or "supplanting class
struggle," simply does not arise.
Developing scientific undertakings !s of
tremendous significance to socialist revolution
and socialist construction. Engels, a proletarian
revolutionary teacher, pointed out: "seience was
for Marx a historically dynamic, revolutionary
force." (Speech at the Grarseside of Korl Maru.)
The revolutionary role of science and technology
lies in its transformation into productive forces.
When the productive forces develop, revolution
is bound to take place, destroying the old and
establishing new relations of production. Lenin
said: "Communism is Soviet power plus the
electrification of the whole country." (The
Eighth All-Russia Congress of Sot:iets.) The
revolutionary role played by science and technology also lies in the fact that it helps man
understand and transform nature and acquire a
scientific world outlook. The law of conservation-and transformation of energy, the theory
are three
of evolution and the cell theory
- these
the natural
major discoveries making up
scientific basis of dialectical materialism. Every
new aehievement in contemporary. natural
science is a further eonfirmation and verification
of dialectical materialism
Chairman Mao gave high appraisal to the
revolutionary role played by scientific experiment. He said: "Class struggle, tbe struggle for
production and scientific experiment are the
three great revolutionary movements 'for
building a mighty. socialist country. These
dass struggle as
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movements are a sure guatantee that Communists will be free from bureaucracy and immune agalnet revisionism and dogmatisrn, and

will for ever remain invincible. They are a
reliable guarantee that the proletariat will be

able'to unite with the broad working masses
and realize a democratic dictatorship."
The "gang of four," who never publicized
Chairman Mao's concept of the three great
revolutionary movements, vilified anyone who
did as putting the three great revolutionary
movements all on "an equal footing," "failing
to take class struggle as the key link" and
advocating "eclecticism." They deliberately
counterposed the struggle for production and
scientific experiment to class struggle and
thereby confused people's minds. In Chairman
Mao's directive, the inter-relationship between
the three great revolutionary movements
is quite clear. Class struggle is the key
link and the three must at the same time be
integrated. If we engage only in the struggle for
production and scientific experiment without
waging class struggle and follow an erroneous
line, and when leadership is not in the hands
of the proletariat, it is impossible to make a
$uccess of the struggle for production and
scientific experiment. Conversely, if we engage
only in class struggle and neglect scientific experiment and the strugfle for production, there
dill be no powerful material basis and the

political power of the proletariat will not be
firmly consolidated, not to speak of a prcperous
and strong country and the people's well-being.
In his analysis of .how to remove the soil of
capitalism, Lenin pointed out: "We have not
torn up the roots of eapitalism and have not
undermined the foundation, the basis, of the
internal enemy. The latter depends on smallscale production, and there is only one way of
undermining it, namely, to place the economy of
the country, including agriculture, on a new
technical basis, that of rnodern large-scale
production." (The Eighth AII-Eussia. Con4ress
of Souiets.) Here, he wa^s speaking of the importance of science and technology in strengthening the dictatorship of the proletariat,
building socialism and preventing capitalist
restoration under the conditions of the dictatorship of the proletariat. Premier Chou pointed
out that if we want to bring about the modernization of agriculture, industry, national defence,
12

and science and technology and buiid our
motherland into a powerful socialist country,
the crucial point llel in thc modrrniration of
science and technology.

Under the guidance of Chairman Mao's
revolutionary line, science and technology in
China has developed independently and selfreliantly since liberation. We had no atom
bomb, hydrogen bomb, or man-made earth
satellite before. We have them now, and have
thus broken the imperialist and social-imperialist bloekade and their nuclear monopoly.
How can it be said that undertaking scientific
research will lead inevitably to "a separation
from class struggle"? Chairman Mao said:
"Natural sciencas as such have no elass nature,
but the question ol who studies and makes use
of them do€s." (Reptlse the Attacks of the
Bourgeox Rightists.) In class society, those
engaged in scientific research are invariably
serving a given social system and a given
political line and can never get.away from class
struggle.

For many years, the "gang of four" opposed
and. sabotaged scientific research preceding
production and construction. They sowed
confusion

in

people's minds, cancelled scientific

research projects, broke up the ranks of scientif-

ic researchers, and sabotaged the fulfilment of
scientific research tasks. Serious damage was
done to our scientific gndertakings.
Scientific lcscorch ond hoduction
The "gang of four's " assertion that scienresearch spearheading production and
construction was "a negation of the decisive
role of production in science" showed precisely
how apt was Chairman Mao's critieism of them:
Metaphysics is rampant;

tific

Our revolutionary teachers long ago ex'
pounded the relationship between science and
production. In his exposition on the historical

development of human knowledge, Engels
observed that to define the seasons, pastoral and
agricultural peoples had to study astronomy
which, in turn, could develop only with the aid
of mathematics. With the origin of towns, big
building structure.s and the development of
handicrafts, mechanics also arose- This is
where the sciences are determined by producPeking Reoieus, No.
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tion. On the other hand, the productivity
of labour "develops continually with the
uninterrupted advance of science and
technology." (Marx: Capital.l Engels also
pointed out: "This industrial revolution was
brought about by the invention of the steamengine, of various spinning machines, of the
power-Ioom, and of a great number of other
mechanical devices." (Principles of Corw
munisn ) "Their most immediate consequence
was the rise of English industry, or more
specifically of cotton manufacture in the first
instance." (The Conilitioin oJ Englanit.) In this
respect science and technology have propelled
the development of production. The revolutionary teachers have lu"cidly explained the
dialectical relationship between science and
production, which is to say, science originates
from and at the same time gives guidance .to
production.

Practice in production is the basic source of
natural-scientific knowledge and is the yardstick
by which natural-scientific truths are tested and
verified. The development of production

provides natural science with a grorring

abundance of research material, technical ard
material conditions and opens up ever-broader
spheres for research. Production requiremeuts
promote the development of natural science.
For instance, the study of high-vdocity rnoyements, the construction of complex €ogineer-

ing projects and automation lrave pronoted
researrch on electronic oomputers; but tbe
.

manufacture of electronie computers is pmsible
only r,vith the production of electronic materials
and parts and the acquisition of certain technical

know-how. This is precisely v/hat we meatr
when we say that the origin and developrnent
of science is determined by production.
However, confirming the decisive role of
production in relation to science does not .mean
denying the reaction of science on production.
In regard to the inter-relationship between
theory and practice and between science and
production, Marxism holds that production and
practice, generally speaking, show themselves
playing the principal and decisive role; whoever
refuses to admit this is not a materialist.
Howevep, under given conditions, science and
theory in turn can show themselves playing the
principal and decisive role; whoever fails to
acknowledge this is not a dialectical materialist.
Julg 1,
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Chairman Mao pointed

out:

"Generally

speaking, our theory cannot as yet keep pac6
'lead
with our ievolutionary practice, let alone
the way as it should." (Rectify the Party's
Stale of Wolk) Here, Chairman Mao was talking about social science, which is the crystallization of the knowledge of class struggle. People
study social science in order to understand
society, transform it and carry out social revolu-

tion.

Revolutionary theory, therefore, must
to revolutionary
practice. Likewise, natural science is the
crystallization of the knowledge of the struggle
for production. People study natural science in
order to understand and transform nature and
carry out production of material things. Their
rational knowledge of nature, therefore, must
also precede and provide guidance to practice in
precede and provide guidance

production.

The progress of contemporary science and
technology, too, fully proves this point. Since
the beginning of the 20th century, the establishment of the theory of relativity and quantum
mechanics has played a tremendous role in the
development of modern physics and helped
bring forth a series of new technologies. Research on nuclear fission in the 30s created a
new source of energy. Research on high polymers in the 40s gave birth to a brand-new
branch of materials industry whictr today makes

itself felt in all aspects of production and
human life. The development of electronic c.omputers in the 50s has technically made feasible
the complete automation of entire production
processas.

After modern scienee began to use experimental methods, it became possible to know and
examine the laws of nature through scientific
experiment in addition to understanding the
laws of nature ir, ths practice of production and
by direct observation. In scientific experiments,
it is now possible to analyse, compare and
bring together under controlled conditions the
various factors involved in natural processes
and production processes. It is now possible to
create many special natural conditions, such as
ultra-low temperatures of almost'minus 273'C
(close to absolute zero), ultra-high temperatures
of tens of millions of degrees, high vacuums of
10-13 mm Hg., super-high pressures of several
million atmospheres, and so on. There are now
(Continueil on

p. 20.)
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..GA}IG OF FOUR"-THE }IATIOJI'S SCOURGE

Plumping for
Replacement of Natural
Science by Philosophy
rFHE "gang of four" spread various fallacies
I in the scientific and technological field, advocating, among other things, the replacement

of natural science by philosophy.

In line with the spirit of Chairman Mao's
and Premier Chou's instructions, Professor
Chou Pei-yuan, vice-chairman of the Peking
University revolutionary committee, wrote an
article in 1973 criticizing the emoneous tendency
to divorce theory from practice, pa.rticularly the
mistaken idea that "theory is dseless." It also
expounded the importance of strengthening
basic rtheoretical research in natural science.
HowevEr, the "gang of four" immediately directed the publications under their control to
launch a convefging'attack on this article. At
a meeting held in September 1975, Comrade
Hua Kuo-feng and other leading cpmrades of
the Party Central Committee exposed the gang's
attacks as incorrect and refuted their fallacy of
replacing natural science by philosophy. Filled
with bitter hatred for this, the "gang of four"
in 19?6 organized newspapers and periodicals
under their control to criticize-the remark that
"philosophy can't replace natural science" as a
"stringe fallacy." Yao Wen-yuan wrote a note
in the margin of a document, saying "the socalled question that Marxism can't replace

natural science" "must be

thoroughly

made clear." He also said to a bunch of
hacks serving the'lgang of four": "The foundation for basic theory is Marxist philosophy and
the most basic . theory is Marxism. How can
14

there be theories in natural science without
Marxist theory?" According to Yao Wen-5ruan's
logic, there couldn't be any theory in natural
science in the world before the emergence of
Marxist theory; only after Marxism had ap
peared were there theories in natural scienca.
Did Yao Wen-yuan have the faintest inkling of
history by putting forward such an absurd argument?

Natural science comes from the struggle for
production and scientific experiment. According
to historical records, the beginnings of naturil
science emerged several thousand years ago on
the basis of man's protracted struggle against
nature. For instance, there were scientific

treatises

on agriculture, astronomy, mathe-

mati<*, mechanics and the calendar in ancient
Egypt and Greece as well as China. And big
advances in natural science were made after
the second half of the 15th century. How coulil
Yao Wen-yuan write off at one strbke all the

theories

that evolved before: the birth

of

Marxism?

In his three'works, namely, Ludu:ig'Feuerbach and, the End,

ol

Classical German Philoso-

phg, Anti-Duhring and Dialectics of Nature,
Engels explained that the birth of Marxist philosophy, that ig dialectical materialism, was
inseparable from the:development of the three
great theories of the 19th eentury
the law of
enerEy,
of
conservation and transformation
Darwin's theory of evolution and the cell
theory. These three theories in natural science
toppled the mechanical materialist conception
of nature. They explained in various respects
that things iq the world of nature are not
isolated from one another and immutable but
are interrelated and constantly changing and
developing. It was precisely the.se dialectical
and scientific theories that laid the foundation,
Peking Reoiew, No.
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in terms of knowledge in natural science, for the
birth of Marxist philo.sophy.
Theory is based on practice, and it is precisely on the basis of the three great revolutionary movements of class struggle, the struggle
for production and scientific experiment that the
natural and social sciences have emerged. Philosophy is a generalization and summing-up of the
social and natural sciences. Yao Wen-yuan,
however, alleged that ph.ilosophy is the "basis"

of natural

science and even asked "how can
there be theories in natural science without
Marxist theory?" Thus, he completely turned
upside down the history of human knowledge.

The emergence of Marxist philosophy indicated the correct direction for research in
natural science as regards world outlook and
methodology. Undoubtedly, while Marxist philosophy must be taken as the guide for natural
science research, it cannot take the plaee
of natural science. The relationship between
philosophy and science is, in a sense, that
between the universality and particularity of a
contradiction. "IJnless we study the parfrcularity of contradiction, we have no way of determining the particular essence of a thing which
differentiates it from 6f[63 things, no way of
discovering the lnrticolar ca[sc or particular
basis for the movemcnt or developncnt of a
[hing." (Mao Tsetung: Ott Corttradiction.) The
natural sciences deal with questions of nature
and each branch of natural science studies its
particular laws. The solution of a particular
scientific problem cannot'simply be drawn from
the general principles of philosophy. Workers in
the natural scienees must conduct experiments
in a serious way and make deep-going theoretical analysis and discussion in order to constantly raise the level of their knowledge and
gradually gain the initiative in transforming the
objective world. But the "gang of four,,
srheared this absolutely correct opinion as
"eclectic" and "opposed to dialectical materialism and historical materialism.. This shows
precisely how the "gang of four', sought to
abolish research in natural science by advocating replacing scientific experiments with philosophical discussion. But the kind of ,philosophy which, as they claimed, could take the place
Juts 1,
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of natural science was not M6rxist philosophy
at all, but idealism and metaphysics.

Disrupting Relationship
Between Teachers

And Students
fr N the winter of 19?3, a fifth-grade pupil in
a primary school in Peking had an argument
with her fcrrm master.' Disgruntled, she made
entries in her diary giving vent to her
complaints. This was later criticized by the
teacher. The relationship between the teacher
and the pupil thus became somewhat strained.
sorr.re

It is not

unusual that such things should

happen in a school. But the "gang of four" chose

to blow up this incident and make a big

fuss

of it.

After some careful retouching, two trusted
followers of the "gang of four" dished out a
sensational piece of legerdemain in the form of
"A Letter From a ,Primary School Pupil and
Excerpts From Her Diary" and published it in
a newspaper together with an editor's note instigating the students to rise and criticize the
so-called "absolute authority of a teacher." They
claimed that this was "a big issue on the educational front at present," "a majo,r issue in the
struggle between the two classes and the'two
roads," "a question of orientation of whether
to persist in restoring the old order or adhere
to Chairman Mao's revolutionary line" and "a
typical problem in the country today."
Marxists hold that the proletarian relationship between the teachers and students is
one between comrades. The duty of the teachers
is to educate the students in Marxism-LeninismMao Tsetung ilhought and help them
acquire knowledge. Teachers should care
for and cherish their students and should, like
comrades in the revolutionary ranks, educate
and help those who have shortcomings in their
ideology or study. Students, in turn, should
respect their teaehers and, under the latter's
guidance, raise their level of ideological conseiousness, study hard and master socialist
cultural subjects. Should there be any defects
in the teacher:s' work, they ought to give their
r5

Pupils of a primary.school in Shansi Province
criticize the "gang of four."

criticisms

in a

comradely way and help the

teachers do a,good job.

The "bbsolute authority of a teacher"
reflects the feudal relationship between the
teachers and students. It has nothing in cpmmon with the revolutionary, comradely relationship between them. It hampers the revolu.tion in education and impairs the unity between
the teachers and students. Though it has been
criticized during the Cultural Revolution, the
influence of this traditional concept still lingers
among eertain teachers and sometimes manifests

itself in their teaching. This, of course, is a
matter of thinking and the style of work, which
falls under the category of contradictions among
the people themselves. It is therefore a question
which should be solved by the method of criticisrn and seif-criticism and through persuasion
and education, and we must never resort to
the method we adopt towards enemies.

In order to

undermine the revolution in

education, the "gang of four," in the name of
criticizing the "absolute authority of a teacher,"
deliberately confused the two types of contradictions which are different in nature and exaggerated. the shortcomings of the teachers to the
maximum. The gang's aim was to realize its
scheme of throwing the educational front and
16

the whole country into disorder so as to usurp
Party and state leadership. They attacked the
teachers'as a "trestorationist force" and even
slandered the,Correct education given by the
teachers and the nec'essary discipline required
of the students as the "absolute authority of a
teacher." At the sarne time, they lauded some
extremely erroneous acts by the students against
the teachers as "revolutionary
actions." As a
'ensued
result, disorder
in some schools and
anarchism was rampant. Necessary rules and
regulations were brushed aside, desks and
chairs and other public property were damaged,
and the teachers could not teach, nor could the
students study. Thus serious antagonism emerged between the teachers and students, and class
enemies took the opportunity to instigate the
youngsters to do evil things.
The "gang of four" gleefully praised all this.
A woman follower of the gang babbled that the
students' damaging of school property was a
manifestation of their "resistance against the
bourgeois intellectuals" and amounted to a kind
of "punishment for the 'absolute authority of
a .teacher"' and a "revolutionary action" comparable to the damaging of machines in the 18th
century by workers who feared unemployment.
The "gang of four's" perverse action evoked
strong resentrirent from the worker':s, peasants
and soldiers, the parents of the students and,
in particular, the teachers and students at large.
Out of concern for the proletarian revolution in
bducation, three young cadres of the Inner
Mongolian koduction and Reclamation Units
wrote a letter to that primary schooi pupil,
pointing out that in her diary and letter she had
"directed her attack against the wrong target."
They said she should direct her attack at the
revisionist line and not the teachers, that her
argument with her form master was not a
question of principle and could be solved through
criticism and self-criticism. They also said.that
teachers and students should unite and work
together to make the revohition in education a
success. After receiving the letter, that pupil
wrote a reply to the three young cadres, saying
that she was still young and immature in
thought and that she needed further help from
them.

The three young cadres' letter, however,
infuriated the "gang of four" and its close folPeking Reoieut, No.
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lowers. They slandered the letter as "couched
entirely in the words of counter-revolutionary
restorationist forces." They cooked up an "open

letter" to the three cadres in the name of that
primary school pupil together with an editor's
note which, approved and revised by Wang
Hung-wen, Chang Chun-chiao, Chiang Ching
and Yao Wen-yuan, were published in a newspaper. The "open letter" labelled the three
cadres as "bourgeois restorationist forces" and
"disciples of Confucius."

In c Peking prlmary

The publication of the "open letter" gave
rise to great confusion among the teachers
and students and caused very bad consequences.
Because truth was not in their hands, the "gang
of four" dared not publish the three young
cadres' letter. Refusing te be cowed by the
i'open letter," the three youths held their ground
and demanded that a debate on this question
be carried on. Many workers, peasants and
soldiers as well as teachers and students sent
them letters supporting their revolutionary
action and praising them as "genuine fighters
going against the tide."

Splendid Yictory of

school.

After the smashing of the "gang of four,"
the people's minds were emancipated. Under
the leadership of the Party Central Committee
headed by Chairman Hua, the educational front
is now full of vitality. The new-type relationship between the teachers and students has
been restored. Bursting with socialist enthusiasm which was once suppressed, the teachers
are now doing their "best to train successoG to
the proletarian revolutionary cause. Revolutionary discipline has been strengthened among
the students who are now studying hard for the
cause of the revolution.

o Heroic People
"Renmin Riboo" editoriol

lllllIlllllllllllll!l!lllllllll!llltllllililllil!iltllilt!IlIltllllllltttltll!ttliluuttltItl!tilItIil
TUNE 25 marks the 27th anniversary of the
Korean Fatherland Liberation War. With
revolutionary sentiments, the Chinese people
commemorate this resplendent day of militant
unity of the frater4al Korean people.
Twenty-seven years ago, U.S. imperialism
brazenly launched a war of aggression against
Korea and occupied by force our territory Taiwan Province. The heroic Korean people,

J

under the wise leadership of therWorkers' Party
of Korea headed by their own great leader
Comrade Kim Il Sung, united as one and valiantly.fought back. Following the wise decision
of their great leader Chairman Mao, the Chinese
people sent the Chinese People's Volunteers to
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Korea to fight shoulder to shoulder with the
Korean army and people. With the support of
the people of the world, the Korean people
fought heroically for three years and finally
defeated the armed onslaught of the aggressors
and defended the independence and security of
their fatherland. This great victory has set a
brilliant example of daring to fight and daring
to win for the oppressed nations and people
the world over and greatly contributed to the
revolutionary cause of the people of the whole
world against imperialism.
After the armistice, the Korean people,
under the correct leadership of President Kim
Il Sung, have upheld the Marxist-Leninist reve
17

lutionary line, the dictatorship of the proletariat
and the socialist orientation. They swiftly
restored their war-torn national economy and
attained huge successes in sociali,st revolution
and socialist construction through self-reliance
and hard struggle.

Unfolding "the three revolutionary move-

ments o.n ideology, technique and culture" in a
deep-going way and bringing about a high tide

in revolution and

construction,

the

Korean

people are striving for the realization of the
long-term programme for dweloping the national economy and the five-point policy for
transforming nature laid down by President Kim
Il Sung. They are working hard to build their

country into a prosperous and strong socialist
state.

The Korean Workers' Party and Government have over the years maintained a correct
principled stand and made a series of reasonable
suggestions and proposals.for realizing the independent and peaceful reunification of the
fatherland. Last January, 18 political parties
and social organizations at a joint meeting
advanced a four-point proposal for national
salvation which is entirely in line with the
three principles of independence, peaceful reunification and great national unity and the
spirit of the five=point programme on preventing national division and realizing the reunifica-

tion of Korea the principles and programme
Kim I1 Sung. The proadvanced by President
posal reflbcts the common aspiration of the
entire Korean people and has the wide sympathy
and support of the people throughout the world.

Korea's division is completely the result
of aggression and interference by U.S. imperialism. Although 24 years have elapsed since
the Korean armistice; U.S. troops are still
remaining in south Korea, refusing to pull out

completely. Under pre-ssure from the people of
the world including the American people and
from international opinion, the U.S. Government has recently made some gestures of willingness to withdraw its ground forces together
with nuclear weapons from south Korea within
four to five years, but it wants to keep its missive air and naval forces there, continuing to
interfere in and obstruct the Korean people's
cause of independent and peaceful reunification.
In a vain attempt to perpetuate a dlvided

18
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Korea, the Pak Jung Hi clique, backed and
manipulated by the United States, continues to doggedly pursue the policy of national
division, wilfully trarnple underfoot the NorthSouth Joint Statement, clamour about the so
called "southward threat from the north," step
up "combat readiness," ruthlessly suppress the
south Korean people and deliberately exacerbate

tension on the Korean Peninsular. But'the national aspiration of the Korean people for the
reunification of their country will surely be realized. No force can stop it. The Chinese people

resolutely support the Korean people's just
cause for the independent and peaceful reunification of their fatherland. fhe issue of Korea's
reunification should be solved by the Korean
people themselves without any outside interference. The United States must withdraw from
south Korea completely and immediately its
ground. air and naval forces.
Taiwan Province is the sacred territory of
the People's Republic of China. The people of
Taiwan are our kith and kin. To liberate Taiwan is the internal affair of China in which no
one has the right to interfere. The Chinese
people are determined to liberate Taiwan to
fulfil the great cause of the unification of their
motherland. Any sdremes for "two Chinas,"
"one China and one Taiwan,?' "one China, two
governmentq" "thi: independencE of Taiwan"
are doomed to fail.
During the protracted revolutionary struggle, the two peoples of China and Korea'have
cemented with biood a, great revolutionary
friendship and militant solidarity. The friendship and solidarity personally . forged and
nurtured by the Chinese people's great leader
Chairman Mao Tsetung and the Korean people's
great leader President Kim Il Sung is based on
the principles of Marxism-Leninism and. proIetarian internationalism. It is of great
significance to the promotion of the socialist
revolution and socialist construction of our two
countries, and to the defeat of our common
enemies. Holding high the great banner of
Chairman Mao and under the leadership of
the wise leader Chairman Hua, the Chinese people are determined to fight together with the

Korean people for' ever and build a more
magnificent edifice of friendship between China
and Korea.
(June 25)
Peking Reuieu, No.
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Revolutionory People's
Negotive Exomple

Notes on studying Yolume Y
Works of Moo Tsetung"

of the "selected
by Tien Tan

rnHE great leader and teacher Chairman Mao
I Tsetung told us many times that imperialism and all reactionaries are teachers by

negative example for the revolutionary people.
To educate the people to discern enemies, both
positive and negative experiences and lessons
are required. Education caried out in a positive
way alone is not enough. Teachers by negative
example play a special and irnportant role in
enhancing the political consciousness of the
people. Some people who may for a time remain unconvinced by revolutionary teachings
come to see the light through a teacher by
negative example. Chairman Mao's thesis about
teachers by negative example is a most
penetrating scientific summary made by applying materialist dialectics in protracted revolutionary struggles. It is of great significance in
guiding the Chinese revolution and the world
revolution.

t

It is the consistent Marxist view that all
things in the world have a dual nature. Bad
things and poisonous weeds are of oourse evil,
but, if properly handled, the bad can be turned
into good and poisonous weeds can be made
into manure. Imperialism and all reactionaries
also have a dual nature. On the one hand, they
are really most vicious and bring infinite misery
to the people; on the other hand, they educate
the people by negative example and arouse
them, helping them constantly enhance their
politicdl cpnsciousness, unity and .morale.
In the early postwar years, U.S. imperialism, with its atomic bombs and enormous

military and economic might, committed aggresin quest of world domination.
When referring to U.S. imperialism in a '
talk with representatives of some Latin American Communist Parties on September 25, lgb6,
Chairman Mao pointed out: ..ft is a global
sion everywhere
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imperialism. It is a teacher by negative example
to the people of all countries." (Some Erpenences in Our Party's Historg.) It has been eloquently borne out by facts that U.S: imperialism
is the common enemy of the people of the whole
world and their best teacher by negative
example. Wherever the tentacles of U.S. imperialism reached, the people experienced untold
suffering from oppression and plunder, and at
the same time waves of anti-U.S. struggles
mounted. In the 1950s through the 60s, the
people of the wor.ld, especially those of Asia,
Africa and Latin America, rose in an upsurge of
gigantic anti-U.S. struggles. This, to a great
extent, should be attributed to U.S. imperialism,
the teaiher by negative example.

There were many changes in the world
situation in the 1960s and 70s. The emergence
of Soviet social-imperialism has provided the
world's people with another excellent teacher
by negative example. Like the other superIrcwer, it has become their common enemy.

At first, a large number of people failed
to see through the true features of the Soviet
Union as social-imperialism, because it was
waving the banners of "socialism" and "supporting national-liberation movementsl and
was, therefore, more crafty and deceptive than
the other superpower. But the Soviet new tsars
have seryed as "good teachers" by giving the
people a series of vivid and practical lessons by
negative example.

Soviet tanks rumbling into Prague completed the occupation of Czechoslovakia overnight. This gave people food for thought: How
could a self-styled "socialisi" power have carried out blatant armed intervention against a
"fraternal country"? This was how the world
public iame to know the true nature of Soviet
social-imperialism and how the struggle of the
19

people in Czechoslovakia and some other.East
European countries against the new tsars' domination began to surge steadily.
The Soviet Union not only made Egypt pay
through the nose in its.big arms deals, but also

hindered and undermined, through military
control, the Egyptian people's struggle to recover their lost territory. The Kremlin attempted
to maintain a "no'war, no peace" situation in the
Middle East to facilitate its rivalry with -the
other superpower for hegemony in the region.
This enabled the people of Egypt and the other
third world countries to see through Mccow's
trick of sham aid but real aggression and to
realize thgt this so-called 1'natural ally" is in
fact the third world's most dangerow and
vicious foe. Subsequently, Egypt firmly abrogated the Egyptian-Soviet "treat5r of friendship
and co-operation," greatly deflating the arroganee of Soviet social-imperialism and heightening the morale of the world's people in the
struggle against hegemonism.

capable of repulsing the tiger? The Zairian
people had a try, touching the backside of the

tiger as the Egyptian people had done, and
found it not so terrifying. Soviet social-imperialism turned out to be a paper tiger, vulnerable
to attack, too, and you can win if you dare to
fight it. Thus, the African people have heightened their vigilance against Soviet socialimperialism's expansion in the continent for
world domination and gained more confidence
in defeating this ferocious enemy.
The people of Europe, Japan, and th'e rest

of the world should also "thank" this "good
the Soviet Union. Quite a number
teacher"
of honest- people at the beginning were taken
in by the Soviet-trumpeted "detente." But the
daily growing military threat posed by tire
Soviet Union has gradually sobered them to the

fact that "detente" is sheer fraud and that
the danger of a new world war is in fact increasing. They have thus become aware that

At first, the African people were not fully
acquainted with Soviet social-imperialism. But

they must get prepared against Soviet aggression and war ventures and should never

this "good teacher" presented himsetf in Africa,
sending thnks and mercenaries to Angola and
then instigating the mercenaries' armed invasion of Zaire. This led the African people to
think: What is all this about? Isn't this letting
the tiger in through the back door while repulsing the wolf at the front gate? Are the
African people, who have driven the wolf out,

allow a repetition of Munich.

(Continueil lrom

p.

13.)

various research apparatuses which greatly
magnify man's ability of understanding, such
as high-energy accelerators, electron microscopes and radio astronomical telescopes; also
aveilable are research materials with specific
properties, such as fast-multiplying organisms
for the study of heredity. Thus scientific
research is able to precede production, acquire
more extensive and more intensive understand-

ing of nature, reveal the laws of nature and
open up new fields in production. Many modern

industrial production processes were first
studied and prepared in laboratories.
China's experience in socialist construction
demonstrates further the importance of having
20

No one in the world today can replace

Soviet social-imperialism in its role of teacher
by negative example. It is continuing to mobilize the people of the whole world to

unite against superpower hegemonism

and
Soviet social-imperialist aggression and threat.

scientific research precede and provide guidance
for production. For instance, some foreigners
once pronounced China as "oil poor." Our
geological u/orkers, however, after many years
of scientific practice broke with foreign formula-

tions and concluded that our country has
for oil genesis
and accumulation. Beginning in 1955, largefavourable geological conditions

scale geological prospecting and research work

was carried out on the Sungliao plain in

northeast China and ultimately oil was found in

1959. Since then, oilfields have also been
in north China and elsewhere. The
geomechanics theory advanced by the late
discovered

Li Ssu-kuang and his
neocathaysian system theory provided guidanca
Chinese geoiogist
for locating oilfields.
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Superpowers' Economic Exponsion
In lndia
by Chi

Shih-ya

ItlItlIlillllililtllllililtlllil1tililllllllllil]lllltllilil]lllllllllllillllllllllllllllIllllllllllII
qOVIET-U.S. rivalry in India is a component
t) part of their contehtion for global hegemony. They are now engaged in economic expansion there, stepping up their economic
control and plunder of the country.

far greater than the U.S. figure of
million dollars.

U.S. dollars,
340

(ID
Soviet and U.S. economic expansion in India

exhibits the following features:

In the
,r,ur.'. independence,
"urr, ,""rr(tl,
first place in foreign inBritain occupied
vestments and trade there. Beginning in the
50s, U.S. influence infiltrated on a large scale.
The United States gradually replaced Britain
by the end of the 50s and the beginning of the
60s and became India's biggest "aid" supplier
and trading partner. By 1975 U.S. economic
"aid" to India totalled 10,300 million U.S. dollars,

making up 3?.1 ' per cent of the total foreign
"aid" the latter received. U.S. private direct
investments in India were 364 million U.S.
dollar6, accounting lor about lB per cent of the
country's total foreign private investments. At
the same. time, there were close to 400 U.S.Indian joint-stock companies in the country. All
this shows that the expansion of U.S. economic
power in India has bjen considerable.
The Soviet Union started penetrating into
India in 1955 and quickened its pace in the mid60s. By 1976, the Soviet Union provided India
with approximately 2,000 million U.S. dollars
in economic "aid," or 6.4 per cent of the total
foreign "aid" the latter received. Thus, the
Soviet Union ranked fifth among India's "aid"
suppliers after the United States, the World
Bank and the International Development Association, Britain and West Germany. Se
viet-Indian trade .expanded so rapidly that
the Soviet Union became India's No. 1
trading partner by 1976, leaying Britain and the
United States behind. At the same time, the
Soviet Union held a safe lead in military "aid"
to India by providing it with over 2,000 million
Julg 1.
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First, Soviet economic "aid" is concentrated

on the state-owned heavy industry,

namely,

India's bureaucrat-capital. From 1955 to 1975,
there were 90 Soviet "aid" projects, 55 of which
are already in operation. In India's key industries, the enterprises built with Soviet "aid"
produced 85 per cent of the country's heavy
machinery, 60 per cent of its heavy electrical
equipment, 30 per cent of the steel, 60 per cent
of the crude oil output, 35 per cent of the petroleum products, 20 per cent of the electricity and
80 per cent of the metallurgical equipment.
The projects built with Soviet "aid" are in
the main a number of eye-catching big heavy
industrial enterprises. This is deceptive to a certain extent because it has created a false appearance of ha,vinS helped India's industrialization.
The U.S. economic "aid" has infiltrated into
every sector of the Indian economy and half of
it was to dump farm products on the country
under the American PL 480 provisions. By 1975,
India had imported more than 65 million tons of
U.S. food grain as authorized by the law. The
rupeeS received by the United States from its
grain sales in India have been used to build the
U.S.-controlled counterpart fund. This huge
fund is an important means by which Washington steps up its political, economic and cultural
infiltration. The United States has also extended
large sums in "aid" to the departments of transportation, electricity, oil, chemicals, mining and
water conseryancy in India, far exceeding those
of the Soviet Union in these fields.
Second, apart from its economic "aid," the
United States also has made huge private direct

2t

investments in India and strongly supported its
private monopoly capital through loans. U.S.
power is fairly greai in private enterprises. Inasmuch as Soviet economic expansion in India has
been carried out under the signboard of "socialism," Soviet influence has in the main not infiltrated into this field.

Third, the Soviet Union predominates in
military "aid" and the United States in economic "aid." The former provides about 5.?
times as much military "aid" as the latter does.
The Soviet Union, therefore, has a certain
amount of control over India's production of
munitions and military supplies. India still
depends on the Soviet Union to supply some of
the weapons it needs, heavy and sophisticated
ones

in particular.

Eourth, the Soviet Union is greedier than the

United States and other Western eountries in
exploiting India economically through the ex-

change of unequal values in trade. Soviet exports to India are priced 20 or 30 per cent higher

on the average than priee levels on the world
market, while Soviet imports from the country
are usually 20 or 30 per cent lower. In most of
the last decade, India has maintained a favour-

able balance- of trade with the Soviet Union:
This trade surplus is a reflection of Soviet exploitation and plunder of India. This is becatrse
Soviet-Indian trade is conducted in terms of the
rupee. Though India enjoys a trade surplus,
it cannot get the convertible foreign exchange
it needs and can only use its surplus to pay
off its debts to the Soviet Union or pay for the
shoddy, outdated Soviet commodities it is compelled to buy. The other reason is that under
the pretext of "co-operation in production" and
'loriented produition," the Soviet Union has
plundered large quantities of Indian raw materials and India is required to produce some commodities which Moscow needs, such as textiles,
clothing, leather, shoes and 'stockings. As a
result, Indian exports to the Soviet Union have
increased, but the latter has been unable or
reluctant to provide India with quantities of
its badly needed commodities including food
grain, fertilizer and oil.

(IID
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Since the 60s, the Soviet Union has stepped
up economic expansion in India. It has exerted
22

influence upon the Indian Government through
its backing of Indian bureaucrat-capital. Since
the Soviet emphasis on ,,aid,' to heavy industry
and in the military field dovetailed with the am_
bitions of the Indian big bourgeoisie to dominate
South Asia, it gained the upper hand for a time
in its contention with the United States in
India.
Howsysp, in the first place, Soviet ,,aid,,
has made Indian economy more lopsided by
overemphasis on the development of heavy in_
dustry. The more the ..aid,,, the greater the con:
tradiction, as indicated by serious overproduc_
tion in iron and steel and hmrry *""hirrury.
India could not consume all the steel it produeed
last year
though total output was a mere six
miUion tons-and
about two million tons of
rolled steel had to be exported.
Second, Soviet "aid" has intensified the
contradictions between the Soviet Union and
India's private consortia. It has weakened
the monopoly position of the heavy industry
consortium headed by Tata, which has close
relations with the United States and Britain.
Though ttre Soviet "aid" has enabled the Birla
and other consortia which are interested
mainly in light industry to profit enormously
from the supply of equipment and the expansion
of Soviet-Indian trade, the Soviet slashing of
prices of Indian commodities in recent years has
aroused resentment.

Third, because the Soviet Union did not
provide big sums in economic "aid" to India and

has practically provided no new loans since
1967, the arrears India owes the Soviet Union
stand at only 510 million U.S..dollars. Furthermore, India is becoming less and less interesGd
in the Soviet Union's outdated equipment and
baci<ward technology because of its own growing machinery production and rising technological level.
Fourth, the Soviet Union's plundering of
India by pressure and trickery through "aid"
and trade has gradually betrayed its own socialimperialist features. It has incurred widespread
resentment among Indian people of all walks
of life. . As a result, the Soviet Union is confronted with more and more difficulties in its
economic expansion

in India.
Peking Reoieus, No.
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Ttre U.S.-Indian relationship turned cold
after the Indian-Pakistan war in 1971 and
U.S. "aid" to India was stopped for some time.
But the United States still exerts strong influence both politically and economically in India,
because its activities in the country have covered a long period

of time, reached many quarters
and struck deep roots. The Indian big bourgeoisie has innumerable ties with the monopoly
capitalists of the United States, Britain and
other countries. It depends greatly on the

United States and other Western countries for
the capital, technology, equipment, raw materials and food grains it needs. Ttris situation will
persist; on the basic problem of food grain in
particular, the United States will remain in a
dominant position.

It

seems certain that the rivalry in India
between the two hegemonic powers will go on
developing no matter what changes take place
in India's eeonomic relations with either power.

Another lnstonce of Moritime
Hegemonism
-

Why the U.S.S.R. onnounced o 2fr)-mile fishing zone

'fN\\\\\\\\\

T

N its

eontention

for maritime hegemony,

Latin American countries for 200-mile maritime

-1 the Soviet Union in recent years has ob-

rights and by manipulating the

durately oppoeed the 200-mile maritime rights
proposal.of the third world countries on the
question of the law of the sea. Howsver, at
the end of last year it suddenly made public its
"temlrcrary measures" for fishing in the sea area
up to 2fi) nautical miles around the coasts, which
in realit5r was marking off a 200-mile fishing
zone. It announced that they were to become
effective on March I this year. What then irs
the reason for this Soviet switch in tactics on
the question of 200-mile maritime rights?

forced through a stipulation in the "Convention
on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone"
that the territorial sea and the contipuous zone
must not exceed 12 nautical miles. Later the

To answer this question, let us briefly recall
past events.
On the question of 200-mile maritime rights,
the third world's opposition to hegemonism and
Soviet-U.S. eontention have all along been interwoven to make up a very complicated situation. At the First Sea Law Conference in 1958,
the Soviet Union and the United States had
sharp differences over the breadth of territorial
seas, but to try and maintain maximum high
seas

in the interests of their maritime

hege-

mony, the two disregarded the proposal of some
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conference

Soviet Union maligned countries which had
announced 200-mile maritime rights as "undermining the freedom of the seqs," as adopting

"dark, medieval practices," "dividing .the high
in a strenuous effort to oppose and
sabotage the third world countries' just struggle
to safeguard their sovereignty and maritime
seas," etc.,

resources.

With the growth of the third world's
strength, a number of countries proclaimed a
200-mile territorial sea or patrimonial sea while
many more proposed and supported the proposal for the establishment of 200-mile exclusive economic zones. At the 1974 Law of the
Sea Conference in Caracas, the Soviet Union,
seeing that more and more countries were for
the 200-mile maritime rights, was forced by the
fear of isolation to accept the 200-mile economic
zone concept and recognize the coastal states'

sovereign rights over all naturdl resourcqs in the
economic. zones. However, to emasculate the

of the "exclusive economic zorre,"
insisted that the economic zone was part
of the high seas, and foreign countries could
fish in the economic zone and take in that part
of the allowable eatch which exceeds the ability
of the economic-zone state, and opposed the
essentials

it

For Your Reference

Soviet Fishery and Fishing
Fleets
A T the beginning of the 1950s, the
fL 56viq1 Union was an inland and

coastal fishing country. Today, its catch
is one of the world's biggest. According
to statistics published by the United Na-

tions Food and Agriculture Organization,
the Soviet fish catch was 5,099,900 tons
in 1965, 7,252,200 tons in 1970 and it
went up to 9,235,609 tons in 1974. Over
90 per cent of these catches were made in
the offshore waters of other countries.

, In the latter part of the 1950s through

the

1960s,

the Soviet Union imported

a

large number of fishing vessels and by me
end of the 1960s it had set up four oceangoing fishing fleets. Today, it has more

than 4,000 fishing vessels with a gross
tonnage exceeding 6 million tons. These
include 643 giant modern trawlers of 2,000
or more tons each. The rest of the world,
on the other hand, has a total of only 259
such vessels. Of the world's 3.5 million
tons of fish-processing ships, the Soviet
Union takes up 3 million tons.
Relying on their huge fishing armada,
the new tsars stretch out their tentacles

to the Pacific, Atlantic and Indian Oceans,
the IVlediterranean and Black Seas and
other bodies of water throughout the
world. The coastal third world countries,
partieularly those of Africa, suffer mnst

from this.
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right of coastal states to exclusive jurisdiction
and jurisdiction over exclusive economic zones
for safeguarding their natural resources and
security. Furthermore, the Soviet Union tried
to make a "package deal" in which it "recognized" economic zones in returh for the third
world countries' acceptance of its hegemonic
propositions on other questions relating to the
law of the sea.
While trying to make "deals" with the
third world, Moscow has attempted to line up
some maritime. powers to oppose the third
world. It lavishly praised the U.S. bag of wornout nonsense opposing the exclusive economic
zone at the sea law conferences and talked reams
about how the so-called "growing Soviet-U.S.
co-operation on the world's seas will have a
major influence on the general development
of the world's law of the sea regime."
The United States in April last year also announced the establishment of a 200-mile fishing
'in view of
zone to protect its own interesk
sharpened fishery contradictions with the

Soviet Union and Japan. The European
Economic Community and some countries soon
followed suit. To get out of its passive and iso-

lated pcition and at the same time to put
itself in an advantageous position in fishery
negotiations with other countries, the Soviet
Union finally issued a decree for implementing
a 200-mile fishing zone.
However, in issuing this decree, the Soviet
Union had an axe to grind. The patrimonial
seas or exclusive economic zones announced and
propoeed by the third world countries are not
part of the high seas. The littoral states on
these stretches of water exercise sovereign
rights over biologic and non-biologic natural
rqsourees as well as jurisdiction over man-made
islands, scientific research. prevention of pollution, etc. Directing its attacks on this stand of
the third world, the Soviet Union claimed that
its "temporary measures" n'were unlike the
economic zones arbitrarily marked off" by other
countries and "did not affect freedom of the
high seas" and maritime scientific research.
The measureg it alleged, "were in complete
keeping with already concluded agreements"
and were to "oppose arbitrary and one-sided
settlement of economic zones'by some countriesi" It is obvious that the Soviet Union is
endeavouring to impose its bag of tricks, which
Peking Pe,oieut, No.
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in reality

oppose the e:rclusive economic Zones,

as a model for other eountri,ec.to follorr.

When it announced'lts t'temporary rnea8ures," the Soviet Union also declared that the
"Soviet. state boundary lftre'n passes through
the Kunashiri Strait (i.e., Nemuro Strait), and
that it was also the tine markfurg off the fishtng
zone, thus openly mapping Japan's fbur northern islands \ritrun.. its territory. The aiin il
this is'clearly to blackmail,Japan, the lehdthg
country fishnrg in Soviet offshore waters wh€tr6
Japan's hauls make up about one-sixth ol its
total catch. Since fishing in Soviet offshore
wBters plays an important role in the Japanese
economy, the Soviet Unicn took advantage of
this to try to forcb Japan to accept its "fishingzone line"; this would be tantamount to
Japan's recognition of Soviet sovereignty over
its four-northern islands. To plunder other
countries' fishery resources, the Soviet Union
insists on having the so-called right to catch
"surplus fish" in thei.r territorial waters while
in fact it forbids others to' tistr'in its ovm
offshore waters. ttris is' the out-ahd.oirt
gangster. logic of social-imperialism.

(Contturueit trom p. 5.)

the enemy's effort in his consoliciation' ,ti, resist our. revotrtitionary. assault.

"In

accordance with Chairittdtr'

Mao's postulates on the handl-

ing of the contradictions bi:;
tween the people and the enemy
as distinct'from those among
the people themselves, ZA.N.U.
agreed with Z.A,.P.U. to form
the Patriotic Front. In doing

so, we were clearly identifying
our true enemy and constituting
him and him alone as the target

of our fire-power."
Speaking of their successes,in
mobilizing the masses and intensifying their struggle, General Secretary Mugabe said:
"Today. thotsands
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of dedicated

After the Soviet Union announced its p00mlle fishing zone, Gromyko also reiterated in a
gpeech the Soviet Union's ."outright opposition
to divtditrg th€ high seas." lhis shows that the
Soviet Union has'not changed its hegemonic
st0nd oNa t46,200-mile maritime rtghts question.
Aa lt wants to be the overlord of the seas, the

naturally opposes'the third world
economic' zones
cotlnlries',lofting up exclusfue
'be
considered parts of
wUoh suld,,no- longer
the high segs and would obstruct Soviet access
to the seas gnd undercut its wild ambition for
hegiemony over the ocea:ur and seas.
The Soviet Union is making a big fu*s over
tlre question of the 200-mile maritime rights and
interests ln an atternpt to foment discord betweCn the coastalland the landlocked countries.
It is ,also playing up the "sharp polar. antagonisms" between the third world countries and
the industrialized Western countries so as to
fish in troubled waters.
Many third world countries today are
waging a firm struggle against such Soviet plots.
the'stiviet Union will never succeed in its
attempts to sow dissension- among the third
SCIdet lJaioa

wodd countries.

young men and vdiren fill our
car.Fs in theft dedre to acqulra
mi[tary trainiry" F.qually, in
the vest operadonal areas where

spheres of influence and scrambling for hEgernony and foster.

arrong$ the po6deflon, we receive 0re bfoad-support of the
peoptru All of rrr are working
towards the transfbrmation of
suf ,.rnar .So we can create
liberated arees, thrus establish.
ing revolutionary .bales." The
General SEcretarf, concluded
his speech with the slogan:
"Long live the rcl.lidqrity be.
tween the people of Qhina end
the people oJ Zimhbwel"
Earlier, delegation leader Mu.gabe at another banquet in
Peking described roclal-imperialist "aid" as .having ulteriot
motives and aimed at dividing

imperialism and social-imperial-

ing proxies: He said: "The

people

of Zimbabwe are facing

fighting fces ary worklng menace frorn both

Western

ism, and the menace from

social-imperialism, in particular,
is rnore insidious and dangerous.

However, the people of Zim'
babwe are not to be intimidated;
they are bold enough and ideologically prepared to deal with
them."
Foreign Minister Huang
Hua, Vice-Foreign Minister Ho
Ying and President of the Chinese People's Association for
Friendship With Foreign Countries lVang Ping-nan held talks
with the delegation during its
stay in Peking.
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ROUND
THE WORLD
u.s. coMMuNtsT

PARTY (M-L)

Founding Procloimed

The Founding Congress of
the Communist Party (MarxistLeninist) of the United States
took place in a midwest town of
the country on June 4-5.
The Congress discussed and
approved the political retrrcrt
presented by the Organizing
Committee for the Party, adopted the Party's Programme and
Constitution, and elected its
leadership. At the first meeting
of the Central Committee of the
Party, Michael Klonsky was
elected Party Chairman and
Eileen Klehr Vice-Chairman.
In the political report delivered on behalf of the Organizing Committeg, Klonsky emphasized the necessity of
arming the new Party's rank
and file with Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought, and
spoke of the need of recognizing
the fight against modern revi-

sionism as a life-and-death
battle which the Party must
pursue consistently.

In the political re1rcrt, he
pointed out that at present the
world and the United States are
"full of turbulence and upheaval.:' "Ttre whole imperialist
system, Soviet social-imperialism included, is in a state of
general deeay.'i
The report says, "The present
crisis is developing in the conditions of the sharpening inter-

imperialist rivalry, especially
between the two .superpowers,
for the division of markets and
26

spheres :of influence." "The
main enemies of the world's

peoples are

struggle and the need to build
the closest alliance between the
. workers' movement and the
tnovements of ttre oppressed nationalities; resolute opposition

to both impgrialist superpowers, the U.S. and the

the two

super- U.S.S.R., including exposure of
exploiters the Soviet Union as a socialand oppressors of humanity and imperialist social-fascist corrnthe biggest sor,rces of reaction try, the most dange:ous superand world war." "The U.S.S.$. power; active support for the
has become the most dangerous struggles of the third ,w.orId
of the two and the main sourc€ 'countries and upholding Chairof a new world war."
man Mao's concept of the
The report notes that the "three worlds."
main force in fighting imperial-

powens,

the biggest

ism is the vast mass of

billions

"[*;"H XH
power{ul ally of the proletaitn.*",,ff"

riat-"

On ttre internal cituatln, the
report says: "While ;;;;;

turns in production have takin
place since the present phase of
ihe crisis U"San
lg?4,
""o,.id
they have all been
temporary
and partial." At present, "rnaJsive unernployi.nent is. accompanied by tremendous infla-

tion.,,

,,Consciousness

is devel-

oping rapidly among a significant number of workers. The
worsening canditions; especially
in light oi tt .r"* g"o*irrg *""
danger, are "propelling the active class fighters among the

workens in a revolutionary
direction," the report adds.
Ttre. Party's prograrhme
unanimously

rd"pt"i-i;-';;;

MALAYAN CoMMUNIST .pARTy

Rood

of seizins power

June 20 was the 2gth an-

niversary of the national-liberation war against Britain by the
UdaYan people' To mark the
the "Voice of the
S**'

Lfalayan Bevolutioh"

radi<i

recently broadcasa an editorial
stressing tl.e, need to. advance
triumphantly along 1he road of
using the countryside to encircle the cities and seizing power
by armed force. Ttre editorial
said. that the Malayan Communist Party and the revolutionary people have come' to
know full well fr.om 29 years of
protracted struggle that "this
road completely conforms to
the situation of our country
and is the only correct path
ee-nuine revolutiont1t
3:l' take'"
ary should

line: It noted: "The road of using
of the countryside to encircle the
U.S. imperialism and the cities and seizing power by
establishmenf of socialism and almd struggle means taking

Cohgress embodies its basic

Recognition of the overthrow

the dictaiorship of the proleta- the armed *i*ggt" as the main
riat as the strategic aim of the form of struggle and the rural
workers' struggle; affirming areas as the key point of work.
the leading role of the working Stress must be laid on arorsing
class in {he revolutionary the farm worliers, peasants and
Pekittg Reoieu, No.
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other labouring people in the and seizing power by armed
countryside, developing I the struggle.
people's armed forces and actively unfolding various forms AUSTRATIA
Strikes
of struggle to wipe out large
numbers of enemy effectives.
In recent months Australian
It irs imperative to gradually workers and other labouring
build up a strong people's army people have been striking cbnwith the energetic support of tinuously against intensified
the people and in the course of exploitation by monopolies and
incessant battles with the multinationals and for job seenemy, and to defeat the curity, higher wages and better
enemy with this army and seize working conditions.
power. But taking the armed
Among the strikers for pay
struggle .as the main form of increases are 32,fi)0 construcstruggle does not mean.giving tion workers who started a
up other forms of struggle. On lightning strike on May 11
the contrary, without the co- which spread to various d'epartordination of other forms of ments. As their legotiations
struggle, armed struggle cannot with the management broke
win victory. Likewise, taking down, they have taken further
the countryside as the key point measures in their stoppage
of work does not mean giving sinoe May 26.
up the work irl the cities. On
Workers ia west Australia are
the contrary, without the cu pen*r*ing iD their struggle
ordination of the work in the aga:nrt the exploitation by
eities, the revolutionar5r ba.s foreign Eining multinationals.

and guerrilla areas in
countryside

will

victory cannot
arrred stmggle.

the

In the last three months,
strikes of various magnitude
be won in tlie have been held by the 10,000
be isolated anh

"Experimce tells ua that
armed struggle should not be
put on a par with other forms
of struggle, and the work in the
countryside with the work in
lhe cities, nor the emphasis be

workers in the iron ore industry.
Ttre strikes also involved
teacherg technicians and people
in other professions. Following
their strike in late April, the
1,000 afu traffic controllers
struck dgain on a national scale
from May 7 to 13 for higher

reversed. Other forms of struggle and the work in the cities wages, a .struggle they have
co-ordinate directly and in- persisted in over the past year
directly with the armed strug- and more.
gle; they should and mr.ust be
Unemployed workers are
subordinated to the needs of organizing themselves to sarry
the armed struggle."
on various forms of struggle.
It said in conclusion: Let us Hundreds of them rallied and
rally closely round the Party demonstrated in Melbourne in
Central Committee headed by April. Among the demonstraComrade Chin Peng, raise still tors were: aborigines, migrants,
higher the great red banner of school-leavers and women, who
armed struggle and advance carried placards demanding
along the road of using the "Job for all" and "W'ork not

countryside to encircle the cities
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The annual inflationary tate

in the country soars above 13
per cent. While real wages
have dropped 7 per cent
in the past 16 mohths, the
profits of the monopolists and
multinationals went up 20 to 30
per cent, and in some cases of
tLre multinationals, 100 to 200

per cent. On the other hand,
unemployment is going from.
bad to worse, with the total
number of jobless workers
hitting 350,000, a record since
the depression of the

1930s.'

HETSINKI FOLLOW.UP

Preporotory Meeting
Storts With o Browl
The preparatory meeting of
the Helsinki follow-up . con-

ference opened with a noisy
quarrel in Belgrade on June 15.
Representatives from 35 countries are 'bargaining over .the
date, agenda and other matters
of procedure of the upcoming
conference.

The Helsinki follow-up conis to be held under the
stipulation of the "Final Act"
signed by the summit meeting
of the Helsinki "European security conference" in 1975. Its
task is to examine the implementation of the provisions of
the "Final Act" and "exchange
views" on the adoption of new
measures and proposals for
"improvement of security and
development of co-operation in
ference

Europe.t'

The Soviet Union and the
United States, however, are
each trying to bring the conference into its own orbit to
serve its own needs in the contention for European hegemony.

The United States has shown
keen interest in the "question
on human rights" and the "free

interflow of personnel and
27

ideology," stressing that the re- Atlantib Allarrce." AFP re- . prepares for war while tilking
lerant .contents in these fields ported that President Giscard about detente!" "Down with
defin€d in "baskbt threet of the d'Estaing gave. Brezhnev. a Soviet social-imperialis,m, tJle
conference's Final . Act' w€re "retort in detail" on French principal danger in Europe!"
"most important" and that the policy. The French President
oentral topic of the con{erence refused to disoontinue strength- SWITZERLAND
wai to examlne the lmplemen- ening French ties with
'
o^--:^r G_-Soviet Spy Sentenced
taiion' of this: 'baskei." The NATO and drop rthe
";;to Jean-Louis Jeanmaire, a spy
Kremlin, on the oTher hand, has strategy calling for France
put up stiff opposition to gi*ring put hoops on Allied soil in for the Sbviet Union, was
prominence ta the "human Germany in the event of war sentenced to 18 years' imprisonment by a Lausanne
rights issue" on the pretext that with the Soviet bloc.
the meeting should review the During the talks, Bred'ev military court on June.l7 and
"comprehensive ilnplementa- tried. to leail trhance into the expelled from the army.
tion" of ttre, Helsinki t'tr'inal "disartnament" trap so as to Jeanmaire, forrner chlef of
Act." The Belgrade parley, it weaken her capability to deferd , the Swiss air proteetion corps
contended, must not become a her own terri;o"y ,rra Westefii and foruer member of the
place where .some pa.rticipants Europe. ,,we would like to see swiss general staff, was arresttry to put'others 'lin the dock." . France more active in the ed in AugUst l,ast year by the
The "main task" of the follow- questions of ilisarmament,,, Swiss authorlties. IIe had since
up is to take further steps "to Brezhnev said. But the French 1g62 provided Soviet F.mbassy
decide on certain siecific meas- president replied explicily that with classified data on t}1e
ures'/ on questions of "disar- . France must have an in- Swiss defence systiiin, inchrdmament" and "eeonomic co- dependent defence system. ing Swiss mobilization plans,
o.peration."
"France's will to take part in general defence, militia orThis has aroused universal the process of disarmament ganization, border areas, milianxiety in the \illest oyer the ' cannot be .doubted," he told . tary leaders and political Pgrprospects of the Helsinki follow- Brezhnev, "but the French sonages.
up. Western public opinion is Goverrnment cannot agree to go
The Jeanmaire spy case has
that Moscrow and Washington below the minimum level of aroused strbng reaction from
will embroil themselves in a security."
Swiss Government officials
long drauqr-out squabble, thus Ttre four c-onditions raised by and public opinion. Solothurner
making any pnogress diffieult at Pnesident Giscard d'Estaing in Zeih.mg said: "The affair
the Belgrade conference.
the course of the talks with ref- demonstrates very clearly that
erence to Brezhnev's much- despite the texts of the tr'..trropevaunted
an security conference 'and
BREZHNEV VISTTS PARIS

Fronce Refuses to Drop
New Strotegy
During Brezhnev's three-day
visit to Paris ending June 22,
the .Soviet Union and France
signed a number of declarations
and agreements on bilateral
relations and on international
"detente," but serious differences remain betvfeen them.
At the second round of
their talks on June 21, both
sides held a "tense discussion
on the defenee policy of.France
and its contributions to the
2E

"detente" included
in other coun- other siren chants, 'the

non-interference

tries' internal affairs
respect of humanl rights

and
and

basic liberties.

The French people made it
plain that Brezhnev was not
welcomed. On June 18, the
French Marxist-Leninist Communists, the Marxist-Leninist
Revolutionary Communist Party
of France and other organizations held demonstrations in
Paris and other places. Ttre
demonstrators shouted: "Get
out, representative of Russian

social-imperialism!" "Brezhnev

hand

of Mo6cow' is continuing

to
grope and grasp wherever the
Eastern bloc has a chance ts
get something."
"The Jeanmaire case may
open the eyes of those peoPle
who do not like to see the
menace which weighs upon us
even after Helsinki," Der Bund
of Berne wrote. Rudolf Gnaegi,
chief of the fede4al military de'
partment, said that Jeanmaire
makes us understand: "A potettial adversarSr is alwaYs at
work everywhere."
Peking Reoieu, No.
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oN THE FIOME FRONT w
scThe frtctng Slrtt

;. A Dlodcr: DW
rytHE RISIM SU.IV, staged
L by Tqching workeril and
their family members, depicts how a group of

workers' wives at tJle Taching
Oilfield help build a new-type

mining area which

combines
agriculture and

sponding to the call of the oil-

field's Party committee to
daim wasteland in the early

r*

60s

the oilfield was being
this play. She poured her when
opened up, Hsueh and four other
fenrent love for Chairman housewives put up a tent on the
Mao's line on Brt and literature
vast grassland and built the
into this last work of hers. Like first
tract of farmland with
many other revolutionary ar- spades. Their
exploits have
tists, she wes cruelly persecuted
since been acclaimed as the
by Chiang Ching and company
spirit of "making revolution
and died at the age of 47 in
with five spades," now widely
October

1968.

spread and praised not only in

industry with
town sith oountry.

In its 210 presentatior-rs in Taching but in other parts of
Taching, Peking and other the country

workers.

leading comrades of the central

places in the first year fottoWChairm; Hua saw and prais- ing its creation, The Rising Srm
Hsueh's exemplary deedls and
ed this drarna during his inspecher
sincere help to other housewas praised by audiences as
tion tour of Taching last April.
"true to life, thought-provoking wives in overcoming practical
Liter, when it was staged in and
close to our hearts",with a difficulties and solving ideoPeking, it was warmly welcomed
artistic impaet. After logical problems encouraged
by worker-peasant-soldier au- strong
seeing it, Premier Chou, Com- group after group of housewives
diences and art and literary rade Yeh Chien-ying and other to join her. Some of them

When the oilfield was being
opened up in the early 60s,
the Taching builders did not set
up a "petroleum city" according to the practice of capitalist
couritries ; instead they estahli-sh-

ed many scattered

residential
areas known as "worker-peasant
villages." .Workens' wives ar.e

organized to engag: in farm
work, service trades or othcr
jobs. The "worker-peasant villages" represent an initial step
towards the .goal of communism, that is, eliminating the
differences between town and
country and between worker
.and peasant. Their future is as
bright as the rising sun.
The script, proposed by Premier Chou En-lai, was finished
. in'the winter of 1965. It was
written snd direeted by the late
woman director. Sun Wei-shih,
an outstanding Comrhunist and
excellent artist. She and her
whole family once settled dorrn
at the oilfield in order to write

Julg

l,

7977

authorities recommended it
highly. In striking contrast,
Lin Piao, Chiang Ching and
their like refused to see it becallse, as the.y nitpicked, the
bctiag of oil workers and their

broke with such traditional concepts as "marrying a man to en-

sure food and ciothing" and
took part in "making revglution"; others discarded the idea
that women were not fii for the
work of building a mining area

family members "has no artistic and other erroneous ideas. Those
value." Out of their hatred for with children to take care oJ
Tadring, ttre red banner in and some southerners who were
China's industuy, Chiang Ching not accustomed to life in the
and her followers atternpted to north were well looked after,
snuff out this drama just as resulting in the enhancement of
what thej' had done with the their enthusiasm for productive
feature fillgu-. Pioneers and the .labour. They do farm wol'k,
documentar;r filSong ot engage in side-occupations,
Tachi,ng, both of which deal make bricks and put up houses
with the opening up and build- and run nurseris, canteens,
ing of the oilfield.
schools and clinics.
After the downfall of the
A series of contradictions and
"gang of four," it took the conflicts are woven into the
elated Taching people only theme of whether housewives
seven days to rehearse and should take part in productive
restage this six-act play.
Iabour or not. Through the
The heroine Kuo Teh-ying is successful portrayal of typical
based on the true story of .Hsueh characters, the drama conKuei-fang, wife of.a driller, and vincingly shows how houseother housewives with similar wives with their orryn hands
exemplary deeds as Hsueh's. ie- build up rt*ort1sr-pessant vil-

lages" and giVes expression- to

the: revolutionary spirit of
liberated woinen.

Young woman Hsin Yu-hung

first worked in a rural'people's
comrirune after graduation frorn
middle school and later came to

the oilfield, brimming with
enthusiasm for building the
mining area. HoweveE, her hus.
band Li, a skilled vrorker, wants
her-to stay at home to do tJre
housdwork, despite the fact that
he himself is a labour activist,
Tiranks to the help given by the
collective, Li changes his mind,
while his wife becomes a mainstay in a housewives' labour
contingent.

Lin Tsai-ying, wife of a
driller, comes from a big city.
Unaccustomed to the harsh conditions at the oilfield, she is
reluctant to take part in manual

labour at first. Through her

study of

Marxism-LeninismMao Tsetung Thought and with
help frorn her comrades (including her husband), she raises her

political consciousness and
finally becomes an activist in
building a new-type .mining
area.

A scene from Act VI: The first rich harvest ln e worker-lrccsrnt
village. Skitteit worker Ll (first trom left), Hsin Yu-hung (titst
Irom right) and Lin Tsai-ylng (second trom right).

not only helped improve the
script, but also helped choose
the cast. One of them is driller
Huang Yu-po who acts the part
of the skilled worker Li. A
model worker for years, Huang
never weht on the stage before.
In 1966, Wang Chin-hsi encouraged him to act the part,

entering a theatre. It is their
sense .of proletarian responsibility which brings tlrese oil
workers and farm labourers on
to the stage to display their
talents.

Fan Kuei-lin who plays the
role of the heroine participated
in reclaiming wasteland at the
oilfield in the 60s, iand is now

saying: "4 driller acting a
driller, you're able to express a school ieacher, She said: "A1l
took
to
the full the character's real
part in the creation of the play.
draracters and diaYou can learn acting the events, play are familiar
feeling.
When the playwright finished
Iogue in the
through acting. Didn't Yo.u to us. For us, everYthing is
her manuscript after going debp
learn drilling through drilling?"
into life at the oilfield, she So Huang took part in quite natural on stage. The
read it out to some workers and
and did well on tJle acting ieminds us of our life in
their family members who, in rehearsals
the early days and is a briefing
stage.
turn, recounted the cgurse they
to the audience."
The other workers and their
had traversed and cited many
Alongside the staging of this
moving episodes. This enabled family members taking part
the playwright to make the con- in presenting the play have a modern play, Taching worktent of the play rich and similar background. Most of ers and their. family members
colourful.
their fathers came from desti- were also giving a performance
Iron Man Wang Chin-hsi, a tute families. The mother of of songs, dances and chuyi
driller who had made an out- one.actress was a serf of Tibetan (story-telling and balladry) .in
standing contribution to open- origin in the old days when both Peking. The programme is se,
ing up and building the oilfield, of them had no chance at all of lected from some 10,000 items
Taching workers and their
family members .actively
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created and performed by Ta- gull) brand watctres, Shanghaiching people in their Spare time made Chuntei (Budlet)
to greet the National Coaference and Peking'made Shuangling
on Learning From Taching in . (Double Rhomb) have been
Industry two months ago. It is exported and sold in the interpreciSely irn t,I.e basis of popu- national market
ldrization as such that the
Ttre ehangeover from . imstandards of China's proletarian
porting
watdres to manufacart and literature are being

gradually raised.

Vrlatoosteh fndastrg
RISTWATCHES of domestic make first appeaied in
department stores of many
Chinese cities in 1959, ten years

after the founding of

New

China.

The country started to set up
own watch industry in 1S55.

'its

That year, the fientsin Watctr
Factory, with a number of experienced watrh repairmen as
the badrbone force, trial-produced the Wuyi (May'First)
brand wristwatch. Soon after,
the Shanghai Watch Factory
also turned out the Tungfonghung (East Is Red) brand with
simple equipment.
Today, watches are made not

o'nty in Peking, Tientsin and
Shanghai; watch factories and
shops producing watch com./
ponents and parts have been
set up in g nurnber of otlrer
cities since the start of the
Great Cultural Revolution in
1966. Thus an independent and

fairly complete watch

ind.ustry

has taken shape.

Since 1973, a number of
Tientsin-made Hdiou (Sea-

luly 7, 7977

turing them and even

assign-

ing some for. export

demon-

strates ivhat the Chinese people can aecomplisti . in socialist
construction by Srving play to
the spirit of indepeodence and
self-reliance

This spirit has been displayed right from the start. Workers.of a factory rnakiPg P6115
were deterrnined to process
China-made jewels themselves.
lte diffictrlties were many, but
in the end they deigned and

built a ertain kind of drill
together with a machine f,o
work it. After.a hundred experiments in high-precision
drilling they succeeded in boring tiny holes in jewels; and a
worker then c.ould process 3,000
jewels a day. Later they devised an automatic laser device
with which cine worker can
make 30,000 holes a day, reaching. an advanced world level.

By and large, China's wristwatch industry is now supplied
with components and parts
made within the country.

In

1970,

our workers

another .success

in

scored
designing a

type of-wristwatch mechanism
with a fine teclnical function
and simple structure which
lends itself to mass production.

This

.not only further

stand-

ardizes .the . components and
parts, but facilitates co-pperation among the country's watch
factories and makes for faster
development of the watch industry.

l-t V-ntctcln Langtagc
DRAFT scheme to siandardize the written language of
the Yi people is being popularized in some areas of Szechuan

Ar

,t

Province, southwest

China.

Marxist-Leninist writings, documents and literary and art
works translated in aceordance
with this scheme have been
published in the Liangshan Yi
Autonomous Prefecture* where
the Yi people live in compact
communities. Some films have
been dubbed in the Yi language.
The Yi language edition of
Linngshan Boo, the autonomous
prefecture'S paper, is being issued on a trial basis. Prepara-

tions are under way for Yi
language radio broadcasting
and for drawing up teaching

materials and reference books
in the language.
The Yi people, a minority nationality with a population of
several million living in south-

west China, have used

a

syllabic written language for
ages, but owing to the lack of
t China carries out a policy of
regional autonomy in ar€as where..
minority nationalities live in com-

pact communities. An

autono-

mous prefecture is part of a province or an autonomoirs region and

to a prefecture. It.
a number of i:ounties

equivalent

embraces

or

autonomous counties.
31

scientific arrangement and language. Several years ago,. According to this new scheme,
standardization, there were the "gang of four" attacked the the written language is identical
many differences in their pro- written languages of the minor- with the spoken. Yi people who
nunciation, way of writing and ity nationalities-ar!,"useless" and il's illiterate generally can learn
usage in v-arious localities.
tried to dlimiaate thern. Havinc to read in a montJr. In the old
resisted the geng's.interfefencb, society; only the slave-owners
Our Constitution stipulates: researchers
ln the Yi language, and thry who engaged in.
"All the nationalities have. under
leadefship of the 'necromancy were literate. Not
the
the freedom to use their own ParW committees
at various all the Yi pegple have been
spoken and written languages."
levek and relying ori the "culturally emancipated" since
After the founding oI New masses, have.drawn up tJle draft liberation. Recently in the
China, the Language Research sc.leme ts *tandardize the Yi Uangshan Yi Autonomous PreInstitute under the Chinese wfitlen language. It defines the fecture, th€ government has
Academy of Sciences together baqic dialect for tbc Yi trained 30,000 people who, with
with local governments worlied language, *rmdarfrzes tbe 1ro,, e E strry sf the new scherne
out an alphabet phonetic plan nunciation eblt'unlfi€i the ure to standardize tbe Yi rrritten
on the basis of a thorough study

and investigation of the Yi
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oI writing, thus ovriicordng the* hngupge, are pnepared to wipe ta
prwious cortfusion.
out iiliteracy.
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